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SHORTCOMMUNICATION
Grass-mowing machinery, an important cause of stag beetle mortality in a south

London park. —Those of us living in south-east London are fortunate enough to

find stag beetles, Lucciuus cerviis L. (Coleoptera: Lucanidae), regularly most

years. Here, this supposedly nationally scarce species (notable B, Hyman &
Parsons, 1992) is common and widespread, in parks, gardens, woods and verges.

It is often noticed by non-entomological friends and neighbours who, awed by

the male's wondrous antlers, are concerned to seek expert advice on its potential

pest status or desperate assistance against what they fear may be a dangerous

animal.

The beetle's distribution was recently the subject of the ''great stag hunt", a

nationwide survey drawing on records from the general public as well as froni

entomologists (Anon, 1999; Napier, 1999; Fi-ith, 1999). Apart from live specimens

found crawling on logs and tree trunks or seen flying in early evening and the larvae

found under logs, the clearly recognizable remains of dead specimens are often

discovered; these remains in particular demonstrate just how widespread this

magnificent creature is in the area.

Occasionally more-or-less complete dead specimens are found, of either sex,

some apparently without injury and some, the victims of cars and lorries,

completely crushed on roads, but more usually odd broken parts are seen. Typical
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Fig. 1. Remains of at least 10 stag beetles, thought to comprise 6 males and 4 females, found at

the edge of a mown playing field where it met woodland, Forster Memorial Park, Catford,

south London, 17.vi.l999. They are thought to be the victims of tractor-drawn grass-mowing

machinery. Scale bar = 30 mm.

fragments to be found are single elytra and loose head capsules. However, on
17.vi.l999, while visiting a south-east London park a large number of broken

remains were found in an extremely limited area, suggesting that some unusual

agent had been at work.

Forster Memorial Park, in Catford, south London (TQ387723), is a mixture of

what seems to be old, even possibly ancient woodland, around the edge of utility-

mown playing fields. On the visit in question, the first find of the day was a large

whole female stag beetle, dead on a narrow footpath, seemingly crushed under foot.

A short distance away a single elytron was the first of at least 10 dead specimens,

thought to comprise 6 males and 4 females (Fig. 1), found within 20 minutes along a

10-metre stretch of playing field where it abutted the woodland (Fig. 2). All were

within 3 metres of the woodland edge. A zig-zag walk across and around the entire

playing field failed to produce any other specimen.

Finding the beetle reiTiains in one place at first suggested that a predator had
been at work, and sure enough a magpie, a bird species implicated as a major

predator (Anon, 1999; Napier, 1999), was seen walking in this area. But the
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Fig. 2. Woodland edge of Forster Memorial Park, Catford, showing the freshly mowngrass and

small piles of grass cuttings.

discovery of two still-living (barely) half beetles inside small mounds of fresh grass

cuttings implied another explanation —that the beetles had been mangled by the

passage of tractor-drawn grass-mowing machinery. The grass cuttings were fresh,

less than 24 hours old, and the field was probably mown earlier that same day; it

is quite conceivable that the dismembered insects could survive for this short

period.

Further examination of the collection of beetle remains showed more evidence

of extreme cutting force: several elytra cut in half and the large inale antlers

cleanly cut right through (Fig. 1, bottom left specimen). It is difficult to conceive

of a bird or aniinal attack which would result in the last-mentioned damage.

—

Richard A. Jones, 135 Friern Road, East Dulwich, London SE22 OAZ.
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